Monthly Report - December 2018

December didn’t give that merry feeling to metals and rather than mulled wine’s warmth it was icy air blowing
across winter markets. Both Thomson Reuters Commodities Index and LME lost around 16% year on year and the
rock bottom of 2018 was indeed Christmas for the former and New Year’s Eve for the latter although they were
both in good company. Pick any major exchange and the result will be similar, the only one who can be joyful is the
Dollar Index with the greenback testing its yearly highs once again.
Trade sanctions have been the landmark for most of the year and further alarms on future economic outlook
stayed strong until the end: “China heads into the new year with its factories back in contractionary territory as the
threat of a prolonged trade war dampens sentiment and stimulus struggles to gain traction. The manufacturing
purchasing managers index dropped to 49.4 in December, the weakest since early 2016 and below the 50 level that
denotes contraction. Measures of new orders and new export orders slipped -- a bearish signal for future demand –
while readings for input and output prices weakened. "The slowdown will continue into the next year," said Larry
Hu, a Hong Kong-based economist at Macquarie Securities Ltd. "The weak PMI could result in more government
stimulus to shore up the economy." (Bloomberg)
Before we get jiggy with the yearly statistics and info graphic let’s take a look at December’s performance:
MONTHLY HIGH'S AND LOW'S

COPPER
ZINC
NICKEL
TIN

HIGH
$6352 on 3RD DEC
$2643.50 ON 7TH DEC
$11440 ON 3RD DEC
$19480 ON 13TH DEC

LOW
$5887.50 ON 31ST DEC
$2435 ON 28TH DEC
$10630 ON 31ST DEC
$18635 ON 3RD DEC

A week before Christmas bells started to jingle less happy than usual when data from the Far East showed that
“China’s economy slowed again in November as retail sales and industrial production weakened... Industrial
production growth decelerated to 5.4 percent, below all 38 economists’ estimates. Retail sales -- formerly a pillar of
support for the economy -- posted the weakest performance since May 2003, rising 8.1 percent from a year earlier.
Chinese stocks fell along with the currency as data signaled a deepening slowdown.” (Bloomberg)
So prices and indexes were pushed lower and: "If Santa Claus doesn't turn up very soon, U.S. stocks may end this
year in negative territory... Since 1950, Wall Street has rallied by an average of 1.3 percent during the last 5 trading
days of the month, according to the Stock Trader's Almanac” (Reuters).
No Santa’s helper could change the situation and everything kept dropping further.
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Enlarging the focus we can see below the price comparison of Base Metals since January last year:

All ended weaker while the strongest spikes and falls happened mainly in summer, first surging in June following a
positive investor trend on metals begun in May then dropping when US mounted menaces and actions on war
tariffs. Metals had of course each their own track; the yearly records are as follows:
2018 HIGH'S AND LOW'S

COPPER
ZINC
NICKEL
TIN

HIGH
$7.348 ON 7TH JUN
$3.595,50 ON 15TH FEB
$16.690 ON 19TH APR
$22.000 ON 29TH JAN

LOW
$5.773 ON 15TH AUG
$2.283 ON 15TH AUG
$10.630 ON 31ST DEC
$18.145 ON 27TH NOV

It wasn’t just the price graph that showed negative yearly performance but stocks as well, except the little exciting
numbers of tin all other metals decreased volumes across 2018. The tale of the rise and fall is emblematic for
copper with LME, Comex and Shanghai inventories topping 2013’s record above 900.000 tons in April and cooling
off at a multiyear low in December.
LME 2018 STOCKS AND CANCELLED WARRANT (Tons)

COPPER
ZINC
NICKEL
TIN

2ND JANUARY
Headline Stock
Cancelled Warrants
200.650
43.175
180.975
16650
366.612
113.202
2.235
440

31ST DECEMBER
Headline Stock
Cancelled Warrants
132.175
16.375
129.325
12.250
207.330
5.5062
2.175
710
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Copper hit a two-month high on the 3rd of December along with other base metals after the United States and
China agreed to a ceasefire during the G20 summit in Argentina when a 90-day trade tariff truce was announced. A
couple of weeks later on the 18th “Shanghai copper hit a three-month nadir and led base metals sharply lower as
investors concerned about global economic growth waited to see whether the U.S. Federal Reserve would raise
interest rates for a fourth time this year. Higher interest rates tend to push commodity prices lower, because they
mean higher borrowing costs, which can reduce economic activity and consumption, as well as higher costs for
inventory financing “(Reuters). Fireworks started cracking before midnight on the 31st when “copper slumped after
crude oil fell and a speech by Chinese President Xi Jinping did little to ease investor worries over the Asian nation’s
economy. LMEX Metals Index, tracking six major base metals, fell to the lowest level since August” (Bloomberg).
The result was a monthly 7% price drop in $ while in € it led to a 1.7% fall on the average December performance
ending at 5.354€/t.

Zinc was the worst performer amongst our metals of interest in 2018 and December did not help to curb the trend
while the average price actually surged 1 % compared to November and ended above 2.300€/t. The negative
tendency pushed the price back below 2.450$ from its zenith in the first week matching November’s highs.
Simultaneously around those couple of days of trading LME volumes fell to a new multiyear low and, on the back of
this lack of physical availability and the renewed presence of a dominant position on warehouse stocks,
nervousness pushed spreads to new records especially on the nearby dates. Cash to 3 Months hit an all time
record of 125$ luckily steaming off fast as inventories rose back to less severe levels.
Enough for the bad news, let’s hope for a brighter market in 2019: “Zinc, the worst-performing base metal of 2018,
will recover in coming months amid tight supply and a boost to infrastructure spending in China, Fitch Solutions says
in emailed note. Zinc will average $3,050 a ton in 2019 and $3,075 in 2020, Fitch says. Chinese government’s
renewed support to infrastructure will generate stronger stainless steel, and by extension zinc, demand.” “Net
bullish bets on zinc for January, February, March rose to 19,686 lots from 8,849 lots“. Moreover it seems that there
are plans to boost the trading activity as “The London Metal Exchange will double the length of the daily closing
trading session for zinc to ten minutes in a trial to give dealers more time to place orders and react to price moves,
the bourse said in an emailed notice to members.” (Bloomberg)
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Nickel ended 2018 with a final drop below 10.720$ which represented the last man standing in the metal’s battle
against the ever falling price started in June when it recorded a 15.845$ high, even in a different currency the result
was similar and the average monthly price lost around 4% from November ending at 9.520€/t. 2019 remains a
forecast puzzle as data mix contradicts views for the next year: “There’s a bullish EV battery driven demand outlook
for nickel, though development of new laterite nickel units from Chinese facilities in Indonesia may limit prices,
analysts say; UBS cuts 2019 nickel forecast 5% to $5.80/lb”. Other analysts think that “Increased Indonesian nickel
pig iron supply and softening demand growth will crimp expected price gains for Nickel, according to Macquarie
Wealth Management, which revised down forecasts through 2022. * Macquarie cut 2019 forecast by 20%, 2020 by
18%, 2021 by 11% and 2022 by 10%” (Bloomberg)

Tin recovered in early December from the yearly low recorder in November breaking in its uptrend the 18.650$
and 19.200$ support lines basically ending 2018 unchanged from its beginning. “It’s instructive that the LME metal
to fare best, or more accurately least worst, this year has been tin, down only four percent since the start of
January. The LME tin contract is simply too illiquid to be on the radar of most funds, particularly the macro players
who have led the bear charge. As such, tin has been largely left to do its own thing, which is not very much.”
(Reuters)

